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This target was worked by viewers at the Hawai’i Remote
Viewers’ Guild, as a regular Monday night class assignment.
The work was produced under blind conditions.
Viewers had no prior knowledge of the nature of the target.
There was no frontloading, not even partial. The viewers
worked solo; there were no monitors. No one in the room at
the time was aware of the target cue.
Viewers were given an 8 letter Target ID, which represented
the target: IXLY-VDDR
The work of five different viewers was submitted for
analysis. Analysis was conducted by Jim Karlsson, who was
located in California and was not present at the time the
work was produced. He did not work the target himself, and
he was also completely blind to the target cue.

First, let’s look at the data submitted by the five viewers.
Sita’s session is a combination of good data, bad data, and
metaphorical data. If you look at page 6 of her session you can
see data that indicates a hot desert environment with a soldier
holding some type of large weapon or instrument, as well as a
person speaking to a large crowd.

Next let’s look at Jason’s session. He begins (page 1) by
sketching an angular structure with an arch.

By page 5 Jason is describing vegetation and a structure.

The next page (6) his data indicates a structure, a circular
feature with bubbles, and mountains.

Jason’s session basically shows a structure, trees, some type of
water gestalt, mountains, and animals that appear to be feeding
at a trough.
By looking at Jason’s session alone, could you write a single
sentence accurately describing the target?

Next we look at Tony’s session. It is simple and rather
straightforward. If you were to sum up the session in a single
sentence it would probably be, ‘The target is an underwater
volcano.’ Doesn’t he clearly state that in the session?

But what about Sita’s man with a weapon in the desert? And what
about Jason’s forest and mountains?
Now let’s look at another session, produced by Kathy.
with a whirling vortex (page 1).

It begins

On page four she sketches an assortment of irregular shapes and
describes dynamic energy, whirring sounds and howling wind.

The next page (5) she draws a hoop, as well as what looks like a
waveform on what she describes as an oscilloscope.

How would you describe the target in a short sentence using her
data?

And finally Dick’s session. It depicts a person standing in a
natural environment with vegetation (page 5).

His session indicates the presence of people walking through a
natural setting with water and vegetation. There is also a
sectioned ‘pipe-like’ structure drawn.

How would you describe this target using Dick’s data?

These 5 sessions were given to Jim Karlsson, who used HRVG lowlevel analysis techniques to solve the problem and produce a
single statement about the target.
First he looked at every single bit of data produced by all the
viewers, creating a Sensations matrix, consisting of most data
from the sessions (excluding Phonics).

Jim then continued by comparing data between the viewers in order
to judge whether similar data exists.

From this document the analyst is able to produce a second page
of Working Notes.

Working notes are simple statements about the target that are
based on elements of data contained in the data extraction
matrix. Keep in mind that the data is not - IS NEVER- interpreted
and given higher meaning. On the contrary, statements in the
working notes are taken to their lowest, simplest possible
meaning.

From the working notes the analysis next prepares ‘Scenarios’.
This would be the most basic thing you can say about the target,
based on data contained in both the data extraction matrix and
the working notes:

The analyst also prepares Themes:

Conclusion (Analyst’s Comments)
For this project, I was able to create a scenario, based on data
items, which have been found to be congruent between 2 or more
viewers. In this case, based on the viewer data, I managed to
outline a scenario, which described a target in a couple very
specific terms. ‘Outdoors target’ with ‘Hot material ejected from
a hole or rupture in the ground’ ‘Volcanic or geyser-like event’
What do you think the target is?
Scroll to next page to see the target feedback.

The purpose of this type of analysis is basically to sort the
wheat from the chaff. Most remote viewing sessions comprise of a
combination of good, bad and ugly data. Some clear impressions
from the target usually shine through at some point, but taken on
its own, one session usually won’t tell you much about a target.
How would you know which data is target related, and which is
contamination?
Low-level analysis is performed in order to narrow down the
number of possible descriptors of a target into a sentence or
two, that says something specific about the target. In this
case, there were little similarities between the sessions at a
first glance, but by carefully selecting and organizing data
items between the viewers a picture slowly began to emerge as to
what the target is.
This was a validation target done for practice purposes. There
was no other purpose for this analysis than to try and
consolidate a wide range of viewer data into a summary that
accurately describes the target. If this had been an operational
target, meaning that there are unknown aspects to the target,
other circumstances would have to be taken into consideration as
well.
Jim Karlsson
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